v Take a few minutes to think
about the last 5 years.
v You have all come so far and
achieved so much.
v In a few months time your hard
work will hopefully pay off and
you will start the next chapter of
your lives!

v For most people revision is not something that they
enjoy.
v In fact for many people the very thought of revision
can fill them with dread – whether it be for GCSE
exams, courses taken later on, or for qualifications to
do with a job.
v But unfortunately most of us have to do it if we want
to succeed and get the best grades we can.

Find a space you are comfortable
revising in:
a This might be your bedroom,
or a study or the kitchen.
Some of you might find it
easier to revise if your
parents are there with you.

Avoid all distractions:.
ð Be honest and strict with yourself;
ð Keep your TV, computer, laptop,
ipad, phone, kindle, Facebook,
twitter and any games away
ð If music becomes a distraction, get
rid of it.

You will need a desk or a
table that is not cluttered so
you can spread things out on.
You might want to leave
things out for the next
session.
Sleep well:
a Do not work into the early
hours of the morning
a give yourself a break
between finishing revision
and going to bed.
In your breaks:
ð move around;
ð drink water;
ð eat something
ð Do something active!
Reward yourself at the end
of your revision session.

Revision is a very personal thing. What works for you may not
for someone else. However the more active you can make
your revision, usually the more effective it will be.

This means the following:
ð Revision needs to be active not passive; you actually
have to engage with the process.
ð Reading through your folder, book or textbook a few
times will not do!
ð In order to make your revision work you need to make it
interactive!

Linear notes on paper:
• Reduce what is in your
folder/exercise book/textbook;
• Read through what you need to
summarise before you actually
summarise it;
• Use headings and subheadings
• Keep notes brief;
• Write everything in a way that you
understand;
• Do not copy huge chunks out;
• Underline key words; highlight; write
in different coloured pens;
• Use bullet points, arrows or numbers
to keep it clear and organised;
• Leave spaces to add points;
• Use arrows or dotted lines to link
points.

Mind maps :
• Key question, exam
question or a key topic in
the centre;
• Subtopics or subheadings;
• Add key pieces of
information;
• Develop some of your
points;
• Add symbols or images;
• Use different coloured
pens or highlight different
points;
• Use different sized pieces
of paper.

Revision cards:
• A5 or A6;
• Key questions, headings or subheadings on
each one and key information;
• Lots of cards with different information,
answering one question;
• Move them around or stick them down on
larger pieces or paper or around your room
with blue tack.

Post it notes:
• Definitions;
• Bullet point the answer to
key questions;
• Different post it notes,
each containing different
parts of an answer to one
question;
• Can be moved around,

Drawing memory anchors or
picture based notes:
• Combination of key words,
numbers and pictures;
• Create a key;
• Use a combination of notes and
pictures.

Flow charts or timelines:
• Large pieces of paper
(rolls of wall paper or
pieces stuck together);
• Key dates, ideas,
processes or stages;
• Add the information as
you go along;
• Use different coloured
pens or highlighters;
• Add images or
diagrams.

Plenty or exam papers and
questions:
a Revise a topic and attempt an
exam paper;
a Use the questions as headings
and subheadings for revision
notes, mind maps and cards;
a Get your head round the skills
needed for each question;
a Recognise the question types;
a Apply formulas you have learnt
(especially for science and
maths);
a Make a note of the question
you have no idea about.

Other techniques:
• Songs; poems or raps!
• Mnemonics (devices to
help you remember
numbers and words);
• Quizzes;
• Question and answers;
• Read, cover, up, say,
write, check;
• Role play;
• Teach somebody else;
• Read, summarise (write),
record (speak) on
recording devise and
play back (listen).
• Colour code text picking
out different points each
time;
• Create Venn diagrams or
diamond 9 shapes.

•

You are not on your own!

•

You and your teachers have been working
together for months to prepare you for this.

•

All your teachers are still here to support you
– ensure you utilise that support whenever you
need it.

GOOD
LUCK!!!

A Summary of Adolf Hitler

Adolf Hitler was born in Austria. When he had a difficult relationship
with his father. He apparently adored his mother and when she died of
cancer when he was small he blamed the Jewish doctor who had been
treating her. At school he was not particularly academic and found it
difficult to establish lasting friendships. His life’s ambition was to
become a celebrated artist. He tried to get into the Vienna art school
in Austria but his paintings were not considered to show real talent
and he was rejected. His time in Vienna as a poor homeless student
also highlighted how rich some of the Jewish people were and this reignited his hatred and resentment. Hitler joined the German army
during WW1 and it was there that he saw the extent of his country’s
humiliation in losing. This made him really angry and he desperately
wanted to see Germany a great nation once again. He joined the Nazi
Party in February 1920 as a spy for the newly formed government to
begin with. However, he liked some of the party’s ideas and decided
that he wanted to become the Party’s leader. Joining the Party gave
him a purpose. Suddenly he was being listened to and his energetic
speeches were met with great enthusiasm. Support for the Party
began to grow.

Step 1: Highlight Key influences in the text

Adolf Hitler was born in Austria. His relationship with his parents was really
important in shaping his ideas. He had a difficult relationship with his father. He
apparently adored his mother and when she died of cancer when he was small he
blamed the Jewish doctor who had been treating her. At school he was not
particularly academic and found it difficult to establish lasting friendships. His life’s
ambition was to become a celebrated artist. He tried to get into the Vienna art
school in Austria but his paintings were not considered to show real talent and he
was rejected. His time in Vienna as a poor homeless student also highlighted how
rich some of the Jewish people were and this re-ignited his hatred and resentment.
Hitler joined the German army during WW1 and it was there that he saw the extent
of his country’s humiliation in losing the war to the allies. This made him really angry
and he desperately wanted to see Germany a great nation once again. He joined the
Nazi Party in February 1920 as a spy for the newly formed government to begin
with. However, he liked some of the party’s ideas – to keep Germany for Germans
and to ensure that the country was returned to a rich and powerful nation once
again. He also wanted revenge on the allies. Hitler decided that he wanted to
become the Party’s leader. Joining the Party gave him a purpose. Suddenly he was
being listened to and his energetic speeches were met with great enthusiasm.
Support for the Party began to grow.

An Example of How your
mind map might look
Time in Vienna:

Relationship with parents:
•

Poor relationship with Dad

•
•

Blamed Jewish doctor for mother’s death
Led to hatred of Jews

Time at school:
•
•
•

Not academic
Few friends
Wanted to go to Art School

Influences
on Hitler’s
life

You can then draw links between the
factors with a line and briefly explain
them. Can you see any links?

• Rejected from Art
School
• Resentment of rich
Jews in Vienna

Time in Army:

• Felt humiliated at
Germany’s defeat
• Wanted revenge on
allies

Joining Nazi
Party:

• He agreed with
views about
Germany for
Germans
• Making Germany
great again

GCSE Science: Top Tip!!!
Working out what the exam
question is asking you and
then using keywords
In science we have numerous
different subjects and different
types of questions it can seem
overwhelming. However all the
subjects and questions follow a
similar pattern
First thing to do is work out what
the question is asking you. Second
thing is to use keywords in full
sentences to answer it. If it is an
explanation question you need to
use the word because.
The best tip is just to practice
exam questions in science
Use colours and highlighters to
make key words/phrases stand out.

Lets have a go at
doing this. On the next
slide you will see an
exam question.
1. What are the
keywords in the
question?
2. What keywords will
you need to use in
the answer

First work out what the question is asking!!!
Highlight keywords.

The words hot and cool mean you need to talk
about energy (heat energy)!
Explain means use the word because!
In terms of particles means you must use the
word particles!
Example:
The athlete cools down because the energy is
transferred from the hot body to the cooler
sweat. (1 mark) The sweat has more energy and
the particles with the most energy escape by
evaporation (2 marks) Due the most energetic
particles this lowers the average energy of the
sweat (1 mark)

First work out what the question is asking!!!
Highlight keywords.

The words cool mean you need to talk about
energy (heat energy)!
How means use the word because!
Make sure you mention the blanket surrounding
his body trapping air! The blanket is shiny so
mention reflection!
Example:
The athlete does not cool down to quickly
because the blanket traps air (1 mark). The air is
an insulator (1 mark). The shiny blanket reflects
the heat energy back to the athlete (1 mark).
The shiny blanket is a poor emitter of heat
energy (1 mark).

